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Microsoft Dynamics, QuickBooks and Sage products are popular accounting or ERP 

programs with which NDS integrates easily. Transactions are fast, efficient and 

automated.  

Whether your business uses QuickBooks, Sage, Microsoft Dynamics or other ERP or 

CRM systems NDS will integrate to form a complete, automated and paper free process. 

Not only will your business process be set up to automatically update accounting records, 

but you’ll also save time, enable faster cash flow and eliminate errors caused by paper 

free process and double data entry. 

	

NetDispatcher	 Sync	 (NDS)	 provides	 integration	 between	 NetDispatcher	 and	

your	 accounting	 or	 ERP	 system.	 	 NDS	 pushes	 customer	 and	 product	

information	 from	your	ERP	 system	 into	NetDispatcher	as	well	 as	downloads	

orders	 and	 invoices	 from	 NetDispatcher	 into	 your	 ERP	 system	 thereby	

eliminating	double	entry	and	costly	mistakes.	

	

With NDS you can continue using your existing accounting software. NDS integrates 

seamlessly with Microsoft Dynamics, QuickBooks and Sage Accounting software suites 

to keep all of your data synchronized with no need to import or export. 

*Customer	
*Product	Categories	
*Products	

*Completed	orders	
*Synchronized	
Invoices	
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Our	out	of	the	box	integration	is	compatible	with:	

• QuickBooks (On Premise and Online)  2013 or above 

• Sage 50 - US Edition   (formerly Peachtree)    (In production) 

• Sage 100 ERP          (In design phase) 

• Sage 300 ERP (formerly ACCPAC)   2012 or above     

• Sage X3 ERP       (In design phase) 

• Microsoft Dynamics NAV    (Different versions live, ask 

for details) 

Using NDS is just the magic your company needs to be more efficient and profitable. 

Entering customer and job information into more than one program is wasteful and 

inefficient. The good news is with NDS this duplicate data entry all goes away. When 

you enter in new customers, schedule jobs, and complete jobs, all the details 

automatically push into your QuickBooks or Sage. No syncs, no imported journal entries, 

no hand data entry. 

The integration between NetDispatcher and you accounting software has created an easy 

way to make sure you can access relevant data when needed. Many of the QuickBooks 

reports on profitability are available. See profitability for a particular job, location, or an 

entire account within seconds. This is all made possible through our unique and powerful 

integration with QuickBooks. 

Pricing	Details:	

Ask for a quote: steven@netdispatcher.com 
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DID	YOU	KNOW?	

For service contractors, one of the most critical components of success is timely billing of 

work performed. Often, standalone products with limited import/export capabilities or 

automated integrations delay the billing process as well as payments from customers. 

Good service dispatch software seamlessly integrates with accounting and delivers 

complete end-to-end functionality. 

As calls are completed, an invoice is created directly through the dispatch board, and the 

data flows automatically to accounts receivable. Likewise, when an invoice is posted to 

accounts receivable, inventory items used on the job automatically update quantities and 

reorder points in the accounting system’s inventory module. A single entry system 

eliminates duplicate data entry and ensures the accuracy of information. 

Another key component of good service dispatch billing is flexibility. A system not only 

should allow for different labor and material rates, but it also should enable users to add 

costs associated with the job or deduct payments received onsite. Customizable invoices 

also should allow contractors to include descriptions of work performed, equipment 

installed or contracts sold. 

There is more to service contracting than assigning calls, organizing schedules and 

invoicing customers. Companies also need to maintain job and customer data to 

efficiently track and manage their work. Because every company is unique, service 

dispatch software should allow users to customize their service management functions. 

For example, contractors should be able to define their contracts by type (warranty, 

maintenance or repair), sort their clients (by company, contact or site) and include 

detailed technician data (mobile phone numbers, email addresses and pay rates). In 

addition, all pertinent client and contract information should be accessible to the 

dispatcher from the call screen and scheduling board. 

Reporting is another important consideration. To stay abreast of service call performance, 

upcoming maintenance calls and warranty information, contractors should have access to 

dispatch history, contract expiration, installed equipment, billed versus unbilled work, 

and other reports. Systems that seamlessly integrate with accounting functions also allow 
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contractors to create detailed reports on profitability by location, service type, technician 

and customer. Finally, the ability to file and share reports electronically can cut costs. 

Service contractors today are under pressure to do more with less—and do it quicker than 

ever before. Fortunately, service dispatch technology can help streamline operations, 

improve productivity and increase revenue. 

NDS allows you to organize your customers in the same way and logic as your 

accounting program. It means you can have a main customer account, with multiple 

service locations attached to the same main account. NetDispatcher takes it even further 

by allowing multiple jobs to be assigned to each of those service locations. Having this 

type of data organization empowers you to run reports to determine profitability and 

efficiency at every account level. With drag and drop reporting you’re in control of 

information! 

This type of information is invaluable for creating a successful, growing company. You 

will have solid information to use when bidding jobs or new contracts. You can guarantee 

a fair price and remain competitive while removing the guesswork. 

	

	

	

	

	

	

About NetDispatcher 
 

NetDispatcher is a company specialized in Field Service Management solutions. Our solutions and 

experience is widely used in many areas of businesses throughout the business world. Our 

customers have succeeded in creating more efficient operation models with field workers and the 

common thing with our customers is, that they have succeeded in making their field worker related 

process fluent and in most cases paper free. If your company has personnel working outside your 

offices, we are sure to have solutions that would help you manage the process more efficiently. 

 

For more information, please check http://www.netdispatcher.com 

	


